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PSYCHLOGICAL FITNESS IN A NUTSHELL 
By Dr. Mark Atkinson, founder of the Human Potential Institute and  

creator of the Psychological Fitness Specialist Training 

 

 

• Most people have no idea how to use, upgrade or optimize their mind. The consequence is 

unnecessary fear, worry, distraction, reactivity and compulsivity, the perception of separation 

and the failure to fulfil innate potential. 

• The starting place to turn this predicament around is to understand the two levels of mind 

model. There are two functional levels of the mind: surface mind (‘monkey mind’) and the 

optimally functioning Deep Mind (‘Monks Mind’). The latter is the open, spacious awareness 

from which surface mind (and its associated mental activities – thoughts, stories, emotions, 

memories) arise and fall. 

• Most people are identified with surface mind and oblivious to the presence of Deep Mind. 

• Identification with the surface mind creates the psychological self, a thought-based, ego-

centred, safety-focused, memory-driven, mental construct that creates the illusion of ‘me’ and 

‘not me’. The surface mind is innately conceptual. 

• Identification as Deep Mind is living as awareness. This is our true identity and the source of 

wellbeing, wholeness, joy, creativity, freedom, fulfilment and connection we seek. The Deep 

Mind is innately experiential. 

• There is a way to unhook from surface mind and tune into Deep Mind on-demand - and with 

patience, practice and openness, consciously live from/as Deep Mind (awareness). This life-

changing process of awakening and mind optimization involves becoming psychologically fit. 

• Psychological fitness starts with learning to shift into Deep Mind and attune to its innate 

qualities such as joy, aliveness, stillness, peace, calm, spaciousness, compassion, presence and 

emptiness. This alone is revelatory and transformational for many. 

• Then from Deep Mind, the next step is to engage in an experiential process designed to evoke 

an upgrade in your operating system from surface mind and the psychological self to Deep Mind. 

From the freedom and awareness of the interconnected Deep Mind you learn to live, allowing 

the wisdom, creativity, compassion, courage and unlimited potential of Deep Mind to 

effortlessly emerge through you into the World. 
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• The engine for this upgrade process is called Be Unlimited. Be Unlimited has five dimensions. 

 

1. Waking Up to your true identity as aware presence – Deep Mind.  

2. Powering Up your biological and cognitive functioning and effectiveness by consciously 

managing your energy and fine-tuning your body/mind system. 

3. Cleaning Up your inner psychological environment (including cognitive biases, limiting 

beliefs, incomplete emotional charges) and outer physical/energetic environment in 

ways that enable your surface mind to operate effectively and efficiently. 

4. Growing Up into maturity by systematically upgrading unhealthy, dysfunctional or 

limiting habits and behavioural and relational patterns. 

5. Showing Up - being present, open and aware, engaging with reality, doing what matters.  

 

• The outcome of engaging with the Be Unlimited and receiving the upgrade is psychological 

fitness. People with a high-level of psychological fitness are superconscious, they are present, 

open and aware, engaging with reality, doing what matters from Deep Mind. 

• With the right training and refinements, psychologically fit people can live with an 

extraordinary level of efficiency, effectiveness, productivity, clarity, joy and ease. Unburdened 

by the need to prove themselves, receive affirmation, become someone or be a success, they 

simply do what they do effortlessly and authentically from awareness. In the presence of others, 

they are naturally present, aware, attuned, receptive and responsive. When challenges happen 

and internal emotional activations arise within their surface mind (in response to residual mind 

conditioning) - no problem. Those arisings are intimately sensed, embraced and revealed for 

what they are, aspects of the psyche seeking to come home to Deep Mind. 

 

 

If what I have just shared resonates and intrigues you, then you are going to love our 8-

week online Psychological Fitness Specialist training. This is a once-in-a-lifetime 

opportunity to learn how to access Deep Mind, be guided through the upgrade process 

yourself (from surface mind to Deep Mind) and develop the skills and knowledge to help 

others (as an HPI Psychological Fitness Specialist) use and optimize their mind. 

 

For more information click here 

https://www.humanpotentialinstitute.com/psychological-fitness-specialist-training/

